Social media provide platforms to express, discuss, and shape opinions about events and issues in the real world. An important step to analyze the discussions on social media and to assist in healthy decision-making is stance detection. This paper presents an approach to detect the stance of a user toward a topic based on their stances toward other topics and the social media posts of the user. We apply factorization machines, a widely used method in item recommendation, to model user preferences toward topics from the social media data. The experimental results demonstrate that users' posts are useful to model topic preferences and therefore predict stances of silent users.
Introduction
Web and social media provide platforms to express, discuss, and shape opinions about events and issues in the real world. However, these platforms suffer from new emerging problems such as filter bubble (Pariser, 2011) , echo chamber (Jamieson and Cappella, 2008) , and fake news (Lazer et al., 2018) . An important step to analyze the argumentation structure of social media and to assist in healthy decisionmaking is stance detection (Mohammad et al., 2016) : predicting whether a given text/user is in favor (agree), against (disagree), or neutral toward a target topic (e.g., Donald Trump).
Unfortunately, users rarely make an explicit statement about a topic. For example, computers may easily detect a stance for the topic of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) from the sentence, "I totally disagree with TPP," containing the topic word 'TPP' with the explicit linguistic pattern "I totally disagree with ..." However, many social media posts may not refer to a topic but only to its related topics, for example, "We should protect Japanese agriculture." We need commonsense knowledge about the topic (e.g., "TPP suppresses Japanese agriculture") to predict the stance (objection to TPP) for such a sentence (see Figure 1) . Furthermore, social media users are often silent on a topic (Gong et al., 2016) : users who are interested in a topic without posting anything related to it are called the silent majority (Lassiter, 2007) and lurkers (Gong et al., 2015) . This paper presents an approach to detect the stance of a user toward a topic based on: (1) their stances toward other topics, and (2) the social media posts of the user. We apply factorization machines (FMs), a widely used method in item recommendation, to model user preferences toward topics from data consisting of the stance statements and social media posts of users. Contributions of this work are twofold.
1. We present a method to obtain stance statements from tweets and to model topic preferences from the stance statements jointly with the users' tweets.
2. The experimental results demonstrate that users' posts are useful to model topic preferences and therefore predict stances of silent users. 
Related Work
In many previous studies, social media such as Twitter has been used to make various analyses and predictions with respect to politics. Of these, several studies have focused on the analysis of political leaning such as liberal or conservative (Bakshy et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2016) and the prediction of people's support for parties or candidates during the election period (Tumasjan et al., 2010; Burnap et al., 2016) . These studies were realized because social media has become a means for people to publish messages and to acquire information. Furthermore, because social media has become a part of our daily lives, many candidates in the United States presidential election made use of social media to win the election (Hong and Nadler, 2012) . However, few studies have addressed the silent majority (who hardly expresses a stance), limiting the target to users who explicitly expressed their opinions (Gayo-Avello, 2012) . In our work, we shed light on the silent majority as well as vocal users (who express stances explicitly). We aim to predict stances of the silent majority by modeling the topic preferences of users with explicit stance statements and ordinary posts.
Stance detection has been extensively studied in recent years as a task to predict a stance of a user or text toward a specific topic (Murakami and Raymond, 2010; Mohammad et al., 2016; Persing and Ng, 2016) . However, most studies have depended heavily on labeled training data (Tutek et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016) . Therefore, these methods had difficulty in predicting a stance toward an unseen topic. Accordingly, the SemEval-2016 task 6B released unlabeled data on a topic to be predicted and labeled data on other topics (Mohammad et al., 2016) . However, the accuracy on the setting dropped drastically compared with the setting when labeled data for the topic are given. One reason for the relatively low accuracy is that, if no labeled data are available for a new topic, it is impossible to learn expressions that may imply stances for that topic.
One way to overcome this problem is to incorporate external knowledge about the topics. The most relevant work is our previous work (Sasaki et al., 2017) . Main goal of this work was to acquire knowledge such as "those who agree with the TPP also agree with free trade." We called such knowledge "inter-topic preferences." We used texts on Twitter and modeled inter-topic preferences using matrix factorization. As a side effect of this modeling, we were able to predict the missing stances of users by considering users' explicit stances toward other topics. However, the method of this previous work cannot be applied to the silent majority, who does not explicitly express any stances.
Several studies have focused on the silent majority and lurkers. Gong et al. (2015) defined users who spend most of their time in social media without posting as lurkers, and analyzed the characteristics and behaviors of such users. Gong et al. (2016) named users who did not explicitly mention specific topical issues "i-silent" users, and analyzed their behavior on social media such as Twitter and Facebook. They asked the following questions to the users of social media: whether they are interested in specific issues (e.g., healthcare cost and retirement); and whether they have posted on those issues on Twitter or Facebook. In contrast to their work covering only seven issues, we deal with more than 1000 topics. In addition, our method automatically learns the relationships between stances and users' posts. Our method is a versatile method applicable to multiple topics and users, including the silent majority. Predicting stances of the silent majority is similar to the cold-start problem in item recommendation: recommending items to users who have not purchased any items in the past (Schein et al., 2002; Lam et al., 2008) . In order to overcome this problem, a recommendation incorporating not only the purchase history of items but also other contexts has been extensively studied as a context-aware recommendation (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2015) . One method for realizing context-aware recommendation is factorization machines (FMs) (Rendle, 2010; Rendle et al., 2011) . In our work, we consider the users' posts as context in item recommendation. In order to model stance statements and users' posts jointly to predict user-level stances, we apply factorization machines (FMs), a widely used and scalable method for recommendation and click-through rate (CTR) predictions, etc. More specifically, we consider that a stance for a topic to analogously correspond to a like/dislike of an item and that a user's post provides additional information for item recommendation. In this section, we first review the formalization of FMs and present definitions of records as an input for FMs. In addition, we explain the details of the linguistic patterns to detect stance statements and the feature extractions used to encode users' posts into FMs.
Background: factorization machines
FMs predicts a target value (e.g., a rating in item recommendation or a rate in CTR prediction) from n variables (e.g., features of the item) x 1 , ..., x n . FMs use second-order feature combinations x i x j (i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}) as well as first-order features x i (i ∈ {1, ..., n}). Formally, FMs compute a target value using Equation 1,ŷ
Here, x i ∈ R is the value of the i-th variable, w 0 ∈ R is the global bias, w i ∈ R presents the weight of the i-th variable, v i ∈ R d presents the weight vector used for second-order feature combinations, d is the number of dimensions of the weight vectors, and v i , v j denotes a dot product of two vectors v i and v j . We use tffm 1 to train a model (i.e., to find the parameters w 0 , ..., w n and v 1 , ..., v n for the given supervision data).
Applying factorization machines to our task
In order to apply FMs to user-level stance detection, we assume a target variable to present the stance of a user toward a topic: +1 (a positive stance to the topic) and −1 (a negative stance to the topic). The user and topic are represented as features for the input to FMs. In this work, we define four types of variables to build a record for FMs: user, topic, user's stances toward other topics, and user's posts. Figure 3 shows an example of input records. We describe each type of variable in detail.
user We define a variable to identify each user in the data. We set 1 to the variable corresponding to the user of a record and 0 to the other variables in this category.
topic We also define a variable for each topic in the data. We set 1 to the variable for which the target variable presents a stance. Given that a record is associated with a topic, only one variable in this category is set to 1 and one of the variables in this category must be 1.
user's stances toward other topics This category of variables indicates stances of the user toward other topics. The number of variables in this category is the same as that in the topic category. A value of this category ranges from −1 (negative to the topic) to +1 (positive to the topic). We will explain the values of these features in detail in Section 3.3.
user's posts Variables in this category encode textual features of posts sent by the user. We describe these variables in detail in Section 3.4.
Let us consider an example where the user A is favor to the topic X, but against to the topic Y. Figure  3 illustrates records for this example. Record 1 presents the stance toward topic X as the target variable and the stance toward Y as other topics. Similarly, record 2 presents the stance toward topic Y as the target variable and the stance toward X as other topics. Given that records 1 and 2 are for the same user, the values for the user's posts are essentially the same. When we ignore the features of the user's posts for simplicity, Equation 3 for the first record is, 
where topic : Y and other : X denote the index numbers of features indicating that the topic of the target variable is Y, and the stance for the other topic is X, respectively.
Extracting stance statements of users
In order to obtain data for target variables and stances on other topics, we extract stance statements of users from SNS data. Throughout this work, we use SNS data consisting of 1,763,164,770 Japanese tweets (444,321 users) crawled from February 6, 2013, to September 30, 2016 2 . Given that Twitter does not have an option to store an explicit indicator about a stance, we use a set of 200 linguistic patterns to automatically extract stance statements from tweets (Sasaki et al., 2017) 3 . The patterns were manually designed to extract stance statements with high-precision and low-recall, for example, "support X" (positive to X) and "X is terrible" (negative to X). We compute a stance value for a user toward a topic as,
Here, #pos and #neg present the number of tweets from the user that included positive patterns and negative patterns, respectively, accompanying the target topic.
Encoding users' posts in features
In order to acquire features based on posts of each user, we focus on posts of users extracted in Section 3.3 not including texts containing positive or negative patterns. Here, tweets including positive or negative patterns are eliminated because, when evaluating the performance of the stance detection for each topic, these patterns are strong clues and it is thought that a proper evaluation could not be performed if they were included. We perform preprocessing on target tweets using the Japanese dependency parsing tool CaboCha (Kudo et al., 2004) 4 . We then extracted features about uni-grams, bi-grams and features based on dependencies from posts of each user. Table 1 shows examples of extracted features. Here, we choose only adnominal, adjective → noun phrase, noun phrase → adjective, and noun phrase → verb as features based on dependencies. Verb → noun phrase and triplet such as (subject, predicate, object) are not suitable as features because the number of users using each feature is very small and they become sparse.
Evaluation

Completing missing stances
The first experiment examines how well FMs complete missing stances of users with the additional information from users' posts. In order to measure the performance of the completion, we hide some stances in the matrix and evaluate the accuracy of the prediction. Given that it is impossible to evaluate users who do not express agreement/disagreement, we only select users who declare stances more than once. As a result, a matrix consisting of 326,202 stances was obtained. There are 130,635 users and 1,142 topics in the matrix. In the evaluation, we use 5% of the rows in this matrix as a validation set for parameter tuning and an early stopping of training. We evaluate the accuracy of a 10-fold cross validation with respect to the remainder of the matrix (95% of the rows). For comparison, we implemented the majority baseline and matrix factorization. The majority baseline predicts a stance of a user based on the stance of the majority (other users) in the training set. For example, if the number of users who expressed disagreement toward "Article 9" exceeded the number of users who expressed agreement, the majority baseline always predicts "disagreement" toward "Article 9". For matrix factorization, we use the same parameters as in Sasaki et al. (2017) λ Q = 0.1). Note that, matrix factorization used in Sasaki et al. (2017) cannot incorporate text information (users' posts). Therefore, we only use stances of users in the baseline method of matrix factorization. For FMs, we set the number of dimensions of the weight vector v i to d = 8. Table 2 shows the evaluation result. Here, topics that are extremely biased toward an agreement or a disagreement are thought to be inappropriate for the evaluation because stances on such topics can easily be predicted with even a simple model. Therefore, we performed experiments with limited targets considering t avg , which is an average stance on a topic in the data. More specifically, we select targets of −0.5 ≤ t avg ≤ 0.5. Table 2 indicates that, even though the matrix factorization exceeds the majority baseline for instances with numbers of stances stated ≥ 5, the result was lower than the majority baseline for instances with numbers of stances stated ≤ 5. Conversely, all methods of FMs outperformed the majority baseline in most cases. In addition, for the FMs, users' posts contributed to increasing the accuracy compared to a method using only users' stances. From this result, we confirmed that users' posts are useful clues for predicting their stances.
For instances, without stances stated (numbers of stances stated ≤ 0), methods that do not consider users' posts underperform the majority baseline. Conversely, methods utilizing users' posts were better than the majority baseline. This suggests that, even for users without stances stated, it is possible to predict their stances for each topic with a certain degree of accuracy if posts of such users are available. Meanwhile, how many posts for each user are sufficient to make a prediction? In Section 4.2, we focus on these users (pseudo-silent majority). Hereafter, we conducted experiments using the model with topic variables and users' posts variables, which showed the highest performance in numbers of stances stated ≥ 0.
Evaluation for pseudo-silent majority
In this subsection, we treat users with only one stance as the pseudo silent majority, and perform evaluations and analyses. Note that, it would be preferable to evaluate users who did not declare stances at all as the silent majority. However, since it is virtually impossible for a third person to annotate stances of such users, we defined the pseudo silent majority for this experiment.
For the training data, we used all the users who expressed two or more stances. For the test data, we used users who expressed only one stances and posted more than 5,000 tweets. Then, we changed the number of tweets derived from the pseudo-silent majority, and measured the change in accuracy. Figure  4 shows the evaluation result. This result shows that 500 tweets are enough for predicting stances of a silent user.
The size of the silent majority
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, by considering users' posts with our proposed method, we could also predict stances of the pseudo silent majority, which should have characteristics close to the 'real' silent majority. Then, how many users can the proposed method target at? In this work, as described in Section 3.3, we treated 444,321 users as the population. We calculate the number of topics for which users explicitly declared a stance. From this result (Figure 5 ), we can see that 313,686 (70.60%) of 444,321 users did not explicitly declare stances. The model of Sasaki et al. (2017) cannot be applied to these users. 
Inter-topic preference
In FMs, each variable (user, topic, user's stances to other topics, and users' posts) is expressed as a feature vector. We examine whether inter-topic preferences (e.g., "those who agree with A also agree with B") can be derived from the feature vectors. In this subsection, we perform a quantitative evaluation to verify whether the model could acquire inter-topic preferences. Here, we use the dataset created in Sasaki et al. (2017) . This dataset includes inter-topic preferences given by six to ten crowd workers for 450 topic pairs. An inter-topic preference is defined as one of the following: -1 (those who agree/disagree with topic A may conversely disagree/agree with topic B), +1 (those who agree/disagree with topic A may also agree/disagree with topic B), and 0 (no association between A and B). Then, we obtained the average of the values of the multiple workers. We exclude topics that do not exist in the data used in our study. Thus, we used 221 topic pairs as evaluation targets.
We calculated Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (ρ) between manually created scores and similarities of feature vectors for topic pairs. Table 3 shows the result. The result of the proposed method was are lower than that of matrix factorization. This is probably because the proposed method encourage the model to utilize feature vectors corresponding to users' posts. In other words, stances are represented not only by vectors of topics but also by vectors of other variables. We would like to examine this phenomenon in more detail in the future.
Conclusion
In this work, we focused on posts of users on social media. In the evaluation, we confirmed that posts of users contribute to predicting stances of the users. This work dealt with 444,321 users on Twitter, approximately 70% of which do not express any stances for any topics. Using our proposed method, it is possible to target these users by considering their posts. Therefore, our method is useful for analyzing opinions, including those of the silent majority.
However, the performance of the stance detection in this work is not yet sufficient. To improve this performance, there are several points that need to be considered. First, even though features based on n-gram and dependencies are currently used as features of users' posts, it may be possible to replace these with distributed representations. In recent years, multiple researchers have tried to build distributed representations of sentences (Logeswaran and Lee, 2018; Hill et al., 2016) . These methods are known to demonstrate high performance in many tasks. By incorporating these methods into our proposed method, we will be able to express users' posts more compactly, and this is expected to improve the accuracy of predicting users' stances. In addition, FMs used in this work are advantageous because various types of features can be used simultaneously in an input matrix. Therefore, it is expected that social media specific features such as users' follow-follower relationships, retweet relationships, or profile could be useful information for predicting stances.
Moreover, it is possible to overlook the public opinions including the silent majority for each topic with our proposed method. In the future, we hope to apply our proposed method to newly appearing topics. We can then construct a framework that can monitor public opinions on various topics simultaneously. The above system is expected to be one application of our proposed method.
